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ABSTRACT

This paper presents RFTouchPads, a system of batteryless and
wireless modular hardware designs of two-dimensional (2D)
touch sensor pads based on the ultra-high frequency (UHF)
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology. In this system, multiple RFID IC chips are connected to an antenna in
parallel. Each chip connects only one of its endpoints to the
antenna; hence, the module normally turns off when it gets insufficient energy to operate. When a finger touches the circuit
trace attached to another endpoint of the chip, the finger functions as part of the antenna that turns the connected chip on,
while the finger touch location is determined according to the
chip’s ID. Based on this principle, we propose two hardware
designs, namely, StickerPad and TilePad. StickerPad is a flexible 3×3 touch-sensing pad suitable for applications on curved
surfaces such as the human body. TilePad is a modular 3×3
touch-sensing pad that supports the modular area expansion
by tiling and provides a more flexible deployment because its
antenna is folded. Our implementation allows 2D touch inputs
to be reliability detected 2 m away from a remote antenna of an
RFID reader. The proposed batteryless, wireless, and modular
hardware design enables fine-grained and less-constrained 2D
touch inputs in various ubiquitous computing applications.
Author Keywords

RFID; sensors; touch inputs; batteryless; wireless sensing;
modular sensing.
INTRODUCTION

Touch inputs are direct and intuitive. However, the deployment
of touch sensors usually requires a signal processing unit (i.e.,
microcontroller) and a power supply. These extra hardware
requirements limit the scalability and flexibility of the touch
input deployment in ubiquitous computing applications [42].
Solutions that leverage computer vision or radio-frequency
identification (RFID) can reduce their hardware requirements.
Vision-based solutions [43, 45, 46] use one or more camera(s)
to track touch events on a surface. However, such a tracking
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Figure 1. RFTouchPads are batteryless and wireless modular touch sensor pads that support two-dimensional (2D) touch inputs based on ultrahigh frequency (UHF) radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags: (a)
StickerPad; (b) TilePad; (c) on-body StickerPad; (d) a grid of TilePads.

easily fails in the cases of occlusion. RFID-based solutions [18,
17, 49] use a wireless ultra-high frequency (UHF) reader to
track touch events on UHF RFID tags, with the tracking being
more resilient to the line-of-sight problems. Multiple RFID
tags can be placed nearby each other to enable expressive
gesture inputs such as swiping [18]. However, the size of the
antenna required for the signal transmission limits the number
of possible ways of the deployment of such a solution. For
example, the tags cannot be deployed as a two-dimensional
(2D) grid that is large and dense enough for capturing finegrained, less-constrained touch inputs we normally perform
on a touchscreen. Hence, the following question arises: How
can we enable fine-grained 2D touch inputs on RFID tags
so that the scalability and flexibility of the solution remain
uncompromized?
In this paper, we present RFTouchPads (Figure 1), a system
of batteryless and wireless modular hardware designs of 2D
touch sensor pads based on the UHF RFID technology. This
research takes an empirical approach to investigate possible solutions to the above-formulated question. First, we connected a
single radio-frequency (RF) antenna to multiple touch-sensing
identification (ID) modules in parallel to enable fine-grained
2D touch inputs (Figure 2). Similar to PaperID [17], each
touch-sensing ID module connects only one of its endpoints to

the antenna. This half-antenna design acts as an ungrounded
monopole antenna that gets insufficient energy to operate, making the tag to be normally off and invisible to the reader. When
a finger touches the circuit trace attached to an endpoint of
a chip, the finger connects the userâĂŹs body that functions
as part of the antenna structure, which improves the received
signal power and turns the connected tag on. The presence of
the tag identifies the finger touch event.

Figure 2. Hardware overview: (a) StickerPad and (b) TilePad.

We propose two module designs, StickerPad (Figure 1a) and
TilePad (Figure 1b), based on the aforementioned touchsensing principle to address the flexibility and scalability issues. StickerPad is a touchpad that provides 3 (Width; W)×3
(Height; H) cm2 sensing area on a UHF tag, which is only
1.3-mm thick and flexible. The thin and flexible form of the
StickerPad allows its applications to curved surfaces, or a
human body with proper isolation (Figure 1c). TilePad is a
tile with dimensions of 3.1 (W)×3.1 (H)×0.54 (Thickness;
T) cm3 , which also provides 3×3 touch-sensing. The antenna of each module is redesigned to be folded to the back
of the touchpad and still keeping a reasonable performance
for supporting wireless touch-sensing. The TilePad design
allows for a straightforward area expansion by tiling it as a
grid (Figure 1d) that can support less-constrained 2D touch
inputs. Such a small touch-sensing module enables a flexible
deployment without being constrained by the tag antennas.
The implementations of our proposed designs were evaluated through a series of formal measurements. The results
demonstrated that the proposed system can reliably detect
2D touch inputs remotely from a reader from a usable and
applicable sensing distance. Furthermore, we present three
applications: 1) on-body control using a StickerPad, 2) prototyping interaction devices using a grid of TilePads, and 3)
adding interactivity to a piece of printed paper using TilePads
to demonstrate the possible uses of these modules and how
they can benefit the human-computer interaction (HCI).
The main contribution of this study is the designs of modular touch sensors based on modified UHF RFID tags that
are batteryless, wireless, and easy to maintain. The modular
design enables fine-grained and less-constrained touch inputs
and meets the flexibility and scalability requirements of the
practical applications in ubiquitous computing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present
the proposed design principles and analyze the StickerPad
and TilePad designs by evaluating their proof-of-concept implementations. Then, we present the three above-mentioned
applications of the proposed designs. Finally, we discuss the
limitations, design implications, and related work, as well as
draw a conclusion.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Sensing Finger Touches Using a UHF RFID Tag

A conventional UHF RFID tag consists of a chip and an antenna, with the chip having two terminals connected to the
antenna. As Li et al. demonstrated in their previous work [17],
a conventional UHF RFID tag can be modified to be suitable
for sensing finger touches. Figure 3a illustrates the design of a
dipole UHF tag, which consists of a chip with its two terminals
connected to an antenna to receive energy for signal transmission. This tag can be disabled by cutting at least one of the
two terminal connection to the antenna (Figure 3b) because
the energy received through one connection is not sufficient
for signal transmission. When the human finger touches the
terminal, it connects the human body to the tag. As such, the
human body functions as a ground plane of the antenna that
improves the energy harvesting by the wireless signal source,
enabling the tag to transmit signals (Figure 3c). Such a state
transition between the absence and presence of the ID can be
recognized as a touch event.

Figure 3. Sensing finger touches using a UHF RFID tag: (a) a dipole
UHF RFID tag; (b) one pole of the tag is cut to disable the tag; (c) the
tag is enabled when a finger touches the open terminal.

Although this mechanism was demonstrated to work reliably,
the resolution of the touch sensing is limited by the antenna,
which occupies most of the tag space. While using tags with
smaller antennas could remedy such a limitation of the sensing resolution straightforwardly, this would compromise the
sensing distance. Since the wireless sensing distance is the
key factor for such an RFID-based technology to be deployed
in ubiquitous computing applications, the major challenge is
to increase the sensing resolution while preserving a usable
and applicable sensing distance.
Increasing the Touch-Sensing Resolution

Connecting multiple touch-sensing elements to a shared antenna as a multi-chip tag can be a feasible solution. While
previous studies have shown the feasibility of a shared antenna
for connecting multiple chips [2, 3, 4, 23], its application to
tracking fine-grained 2D touch inputs has not been achieved
yet.
Figure 4 illustrates our method for connecting multiple chips
on a shared antenna. First, we detach the sensing element,
which is a chip with a short circuit trace connected to its both
terminals, from the tagâĂŹs antenna. Then, we bend the
component and put a plastic sheet in between the two circuit
traces for isolation. Then, we connect the elements in parallel,
and finally, affix the parallelized elements to a shared antenna.
Such a multi-chip design can provide multiple touch-sensing
points with a high density since the circuit bending can be
achieved within a small radius. However, we should not expect these components to be connected in an infinite length

signal power that can turn the tag on. The thickness of the
covering sheet may affect the wireless sensing range of the
sensor pad.

Figure 4. Principles of making a multi-chip tag: (a) touch-sensing UHF
RFID tag; (b) cutting a part of trace with the chip; (c) bending and (d)
isolating the trace to make a touch-sensing point; (e) and (f) connecting
multiple touch-sensing points in parallel; (g) attaching the touch-sensing
points to the antenna.

to achieve the size expansion because the energy harvested
from the antenna is limited. Instead, we should limit the number of connected components to a usable value and consider
expanding the sensing area through hardware modulization.
Increasing the Touch-Sensing Area

Sensor tiles are modules that can support the expansion of the
sensing area straightforwardly. To support the regular tiling
operations, the employed sensor should be made as a regular Pn
polygon, where n can be 3, 4, or 6. Without loss of generality,
we choose n = 4 for our design. The idea is to make square
sensor modules that are laterally tileable, with the sensing
elements being uniformly distributed on the surface of each
module. Therefore, the key challenge is to reduce the antenna
used in the touch-sensing area. Folding the antenna to the back
of the sensing area allows us to make a three-dimensional (3D)
multi-chip tag to achieve this goal.

Figure 5. Principle of making a three-dimensional (3D) multi-chip tag:
(a) folding the antenna; (b) using a sheet to isolate two layers; (c) extending the length of the antenna.

Figure 5 illustrates our method for producing a 3D multi-chip
tag. First, we bend the antenna to the back of the sensing area,
and then, put a plastic sheet in between the sensing layer and
the antenna layer for isolation. Notably, with this design, we
can further extend the length of the antenna layer by folding it
back and forth, as demonstrated in Figure 5c. In this way, we
may compensate for the sensing distance loss.

Figure 6. Sensor deployment: (a) directly attaching the sensor pad to
the surface of a non-conductive material; (b) attaching the sensor pad
to a human body with a piece of a non-conductive material placed in
between; (c) covering the sensor pad with a thin non-conductive sheet.

Summary

The proposed design provides a feasible way to achieve our
goals by enabling fine-grained, less-constrained touch inputs
using the UHF RFID tags. These touch sensor pads can be deployed on everyday surfaces to enable touch inputs. Nonetheless, several unknown design parameters still remain, including the number of the sensing elements in the multi-chip design, size and thickness of the 3D multi-chip sensor grid, and
thickness of the covering and isolation layers. We clarify these
factors by analyzing several designs of RFTouchPads.
DESIGNING STICKERPADS

We investigated the feasibility of implementing multiple-touch
points on a single tag for enabling fine-grained 2D touch inputs.
Three types of UHF RFID tags, namely, AZ-9654 [93 (W)×19
(L) mm2 ], AZ-9662 [70 (W)×17 (L) mm2 ], and E41-C [95
(W)×8 (L) mm2 ], were selected as they have similar physical
dimensions and a sensing distance of 6 m but different antenna
designs (i.e., different ratios between the meander-lines and
the radiators). Ten tags of each of the three types were selected
and tested. For each tag, we removed its chip and attached
the Monza 4 chip [0.7 (W)×0.7 (L) mm2 ] instead. Figure 7
illustrates the implementation of the single-point touch sensor design according to our previously introduced sensing
principle.

Sensor Deployment for Everyday Surfaces

Figure 6 shows the plausible ways for the sensor deployment.
The sensor pad can be directly affixed to the surface of a nonconductive material or object to achieve the touch sensing
(Figure 6a), similar to the way how UHF RFID tags are used.
However, when an RFTouchPad is attached to a human body, a
proper isolation is required to maintain the separation between
the sensor pad and the skin (Figure 6b). Without such an
isolation, the sensing range of a UHF antenna would be significantly reduced due to the proximity of the human body [26].
Last but not least, the inductive sensor pad allows the touch to
be detected through a thin layer (Figure 6c) of non-metallic
materials such as paper that can hide the sensors or provide
an additional affordance [6] for the user interaction. When a
finger is in a close proximity to the terminal, it improves the

Figure 7. Illustration of the proposed UHF touch sensor implementation:
(a) AZ-9654; (b) AZ-9662; (c) E41-C.

One-dimensional StickerPads

Figure 8 illustrates our implementation of one-dimensional
(1D) StickerPads. Low-ohmic 3M 1181 copper foil shielding
tapes were used for connecting multiple Monza 4 chips in
parallel. We set the pitch between each tag to 1 cm, which
is small enough and allow us to test each touch point using a
fingertip. The small pitch also serves its purpose of detecting
fine-grained touch inputs. 1-mm (T) plastic sheets were used
between the bent circuit traces for insulation. We conducted a
series of formal measurements to understand the performance
of our implementation.

StickerPads. Figure 10a illustrates an example implementation of a 3×3 touchpad. Based on the above-presented results,
four sizes (2×2, 3×3, 4×4, and 5×5) were implemented. In
addition, we conducted a series of formal measurements to
understand the performance of our implementation.
Figure 8. 1D StickerPads: (a) illustration of a touch-sensing point; (b)
3×1 horizontal connection; (c) 1×3 vertical connection.

Evaluation

Apparatus. Figure 9a illustrates the experimental apparatus installed in an empty space with dimensions of 3 (W)×5 (L)×3
(H) m3 . During the measurement, each tag was mounted on
the center of a wooden table with a height of 32 cm arranged
in the center of the room, serving as the measurement platform.
An ANT925SMA circular polarized antenna was fixed under
table 20 cm away from the measurement point. The signal
band was configured to be between 902 MHz and 928 MHz,
while the signal amplitude was set to 32.5 dB. The antenna
was wire-connected to an Impinj Speedway Revolution R420
UHF RFID reader, which was placed under the antenna.
Procedures. A tag with two touch-sensing points, which were
in either the vertical or horizontal connection, was placed on
the central surface of the table. Every touch-sensing point was
tested three times to ensure that they can serve as touch sensors
connected into a chain. If a test point failed in detecting a touch
in any of the trials, the round was terminated. Otherwise,
another touch-sensing point was added to the connection until
not every touch event could be detected at all the touch points,
the length of the sensor chain in the previously successful
round was recorded. A total of 60 rounds were conducted (3
antennas×10 tags×2 directions×1 trial).

Figure 9. (a) Experimental apparatus. (b) Connection lengths of the
fully-working 1D StickerPads. The AZ-9654 implementation is the most
stable compared to the others.

Results. Figure 9b demonstrates that the AZ-9654 tags were
the most stable version of the proposed design implementation.
In particular, they detected every touch in M = 7.0 (SD = 0)
point-length horizontal connection and M = 5.0 (SD = 0) pointlength vertical connection. The AZ-9662 [horizontal: M =
5.5 (SD = 0.97); vertical: M = 5.1 (SD = 0.74)] and E41-C
[horizontal: M = 5.2 (SD = 0.92); vertical: M = 4.3 (SD =
0.82)] tags were less stable and supported shorter lengths in
general. Therefore, we chose the antenna of the AZ-9654 tags
for further studies due to its stable touch sensing.
Two-Dimensional StickerPads

Based on the results of the preliminary experiment described
in the previous section, we used the AZ-9654 tags to implement 2D StickerPads. Each StickerPad consisted of a 2D
grid of touch-sensing points with a 1-cm pitch, and the implementation was extended from the previously presented 1D

Evaluation

Apparatus and Procedures. The experimental apparatus was
the same as for the above-presented study of the 1D StickerPads (Figure 9a). The procedures were also similar to those of
the study of 1D pads. Different sizes of N×N 2D connections,
where N≥2, were tested. N = 2 was tested first, and every
touch point was tested three times to ensure that they can serve
as touch sensors connected into a chain. Then, we increased
the size of the StickerPad to N+1×N+1 until N = 5. If not
every touch event could be detected at all touch points, the
previously successful round of the size was recorded. A total
of 2160 trials were performed [10 tags×(4+9+16+25) touch
points×3 trials].

Figure 10. (a) Example 3×3 StickerPad. (b) Number of enabled touchsensing points in four sizes. The touch-sensing points are reliable on both
2×2 and 3×3 StickerPads.

Results. Figure 10b shows the results. All 10 tags detected
every touch on both 2×2 and 3×3 StickerPads. This result
demonstrates that the AZ-9654 implementation can reliably
support fine-grained 2D inputs on a StickerPad that consists
of a 3×3 grid of 9 touch points. The accuracy of the 4×4 and
5×5 pads was 92.5% (444 out of 480 trials) and 85.7% (643
out of 750 trials), respectively. Among all, four 4×4 and three
5×5 pads reached an accuracy of 100%, demonstrating that
chaining 16 or 25 sensing points to one antenna is practically
feasible. The tags that failed shared the same design with the
successful tags. Since the AZ-9654 antenna was proved to
be stable in the first study, we argue that the 3×3 StickerPad,
which was 100% accurate in all the 10 trials, is our current
capability of a reliable fabrication.
Implementation

Based on the results of the first two studies describe above,
the StickerPad was implemented by attaching a 3×3 touchpad with a 1-cm pitch to the AZ-9654 antenna. A 0.3-mm
(T) plastic sheet was added to the back of the antenna and
touchpad as a physical support, which also allowed applying
an adhesion without damaging the circuit traces. In our testing
environment, this module reliably supported the touch sensing within a sensing distance of 4 m with a single-antenna
UHF reader, when it was attached to the surface of a nonconductive material as illustrated in Figure 6a. The sensing
area of four 3×3 StickerPads was tiled as a 2×2 grid, where
the 36 touch-sensing points were placed inward, whereas the
antennas were placed outward (Figure 11). Nonetheless, the
large antenna still occupied a significant space and it could not
be tiled further.

series of formal measurements to understand the performance
of the proposed antenna designs.

Figure 11. Four 3×3 StickerPads providing 6×6 touch-sensing points in
a 6×6 cm2 sensing area.

DESIGNING TILEPADS

We further investigated the feasibility of implementing tileable
StickerPads, called TilePads, to achieve a modular expansion
of the touch-sensing area. The fundamental solution was to
fold the antenna of a StickerPad behind its touchpad to make
the size of the moduleâĂŹs footprint to be equal to the sensing
area as shown in Figure 12. The antenna could be folded to
the back of a touchpad, while the excessive length of the antenna could be folded into an origami structure. However, we
found that such folding operations affected the touch-sensing
performance since the implementation shown in Figure 12c
could support no more than six out of nine touch points. Other
possible designs illustrated in Figure 13 demonstrated even
worse performance.

Figure 14. One-fold antenna designs: (a) radiators; (b) meander-lines;
(c) meander-radiators; (d) shortened connector; (e) original connector.

Evaluation

Apparatus and Procedures. The experimental apparatus was
the same as that in the study of 2D StickerPads. A total of
30 antennas were tested (3 types×10 antennas). All antennas
were tested with the same 3×3 touchpad. For the touchpad
attached to each of the antenna, every touch point was tested
three times to ensure that they can serve as touch sensors. A
total of 270 touches were recorded (3 types×10 antennas×9
touch points).
Results. Figure 15b shows that the one-fold meander-lines
design reliably detected a mean number of M = 8.7 (SD =
0.47) out of 9 touches on the 3×3 touchpad, significantly outperforming the other two designs. All three one-fold designs
activated a M = 7.35 (SD = 1.44) out of 9 touches, which also
supports our hypothesis that the redesigned one-fold antennas
can outperform the original AZ-9654 antenna. We used the
meander-lines design (Figure 15d) for further investigation.

Figure 12. Folding a StickerPad: (a) original StickerPad; (b) folding
the antenna behind the touchpad; (c) folding the excessive length of the
antenna into an origami structure.

Figure 15. Number of enabled touch-sensing points in one-fold antennas:
(a) radiators; (b) meander-line; (c) meander-radiators. (d) Overview of
the meander-line design.
Figure 13. Types of antenna folding that failed during our exploration.

The AZ-9654 antenna was not designed for folding; hence,
it required multi-step folding as illustrated in Figure 12. We
hypothesized that the multiple folding operations were the
main reason for the performance drop. Therefore, the goal of
the antenna redesign was to enable one-step folding that could
not be simpler.
Designing One-Fold Antenna for TilePads

A one-fold antenna can be realized by reducing the size of
the antenna to 3 (W)×3 (L) cm2 , which is the same size as a
1-cm-pitch 3×3 touchpad. To utilize such a limited space, we
adopted three antenna designs, namely, radiators (Figure 14a),
meander-lines (Figure 14b), and meander-radiators (Figure
14c), which have been proven to be effective in small RF
antenna designs [28, 22]. To make the results comparable to
the original AZ-9654 antenna, we designed the antenna to be
symmetric as well. In addition, we shortened the connectors to
maximize the size of the antenna (Figure 14d). We conducted a

Extending the Antenna to Achieve a Better Sensitivity

The one-fold meander-lines design did not fully enable the
sensing of 3×3 touch inputs as not every touch was detected
in the 10 samples of the test. We expected to minimize the
likelihood of having such defects since the modules were made
for tiling. Hence, we extended the length of the antenna to see
if it can improve the sensitivity of touch sensing.
Figure 16 demonstrates the concept of the antenna extension.
The length of the antenna can be extended arbitrarily. For
instances, Figures 16a to 16d show three different ratios (33%,
67%, and 100%) of the extension. Moreover, the extension can
be folded back and forth in multiple layers as demonstrated
in the two-layer example shown in Figures 16e to 16g. The
extension can be implemented using either meander-lines or
radiators. We used a 1-mm (T) plastic sheet for the isolation
between each layer. We conducted a series of formal measurements to understand the performance of these antenna
designs.

touchpad was fixed to another plastic pillar at the corresponding location of the antenna. The location and direction of
the touchpad were carefully aligned so that only the distance
between the sensor and the antenna was changed. Based on
the previous results, meander-line antennas with 1, 2, and 3
layers of the 33%-radiator-based extension were tested. All
antennas were tested with the same 3×3 touch pad.
Figure 16. Examples of extended antennas with various coverage ratios
and layers of back-and-forth folding using meander-lines and radiators.

Evaluation

Apparatus. The experimental apparatus was the same as that in
the study of one-fold antennas. Three different coverage ratios
(33%, 67%, and 100%) in five numbers of layers of backand-forth folding (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) were tested with two types of
extensions (meander-lines and radiators). All antennas were
tested using the same 3×3 touchpad.
Procedures. After the touchpad was attached to each of the
antennas, we tested every connection to be < 1Ω. Then, every
touch point was tested in an order of 9×9 Latin Square, and
every touch event lasted for 1 second. A total of 2700 touches
were tested (3 ratios×5 layers×2 types×10 antennas×9 touch
points).
Results. Figure 17 shows that the extension using 33% radiators reliably detected every touch in 1, 2, and 3 layers
of back-and-forth folding, outperforming the other designs
and demonstrating an enhanced performance compared to the
non-extended design. Nonetheless, in the cases of 4 and 5
layers of back-and-forth folding, the complexity of folding did
affect the performance of the radiator-based extension. The
33% ratio extension, which covered only 1/3 of the touchsensing area, outperformed the other two ratios (67% and
100%) in the extensions using meander-lines and radiators.
This demonstrates why simply folding the AZ9654 antenna as
shown in Figure 13 could not work. Among all, we used the
33%-radiators-based extension for further investigation.

Figure 17. Results of the touch-sensing performance with different antenna extensions. The 33%-radiators-based extension reliably detected
every touch in 1, 2, and 3 layers of back-and-forth folding.

Sensing Distance vs. Number of Extension Layers

We further investigated the sensing distance of the extended
one-fold antenna regarding the number of back-and-forth folding layers.
Apparatus. Figure 18 illustrates the experimental apparatus,
which was installed in the middle of an empty corridor with
dimensions of 3 (H)×3 (W)×12 (Length; L) m3 . The antenna
and reader, which had the same settings as the ones used in the
testing of the StickerPad, were fixed on one plastic pillar. A

Figure 18. Experimental apparatus.

Procedures. The experimental procedure was similar to that
of the previous study of the antenna extension. The sensor
was tested at five distances (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 m away from
the reader) in 3 iterations. A total of 4050 touches were
recorded (3 layers×5 distances×10 antennas×3 iterations×9
touch points).
Results. Figure 19 shows that the extended antennas with 2
and 3 layers of back-and-forth folding reliably detected every
touch at a distance of 2 m. The extended antenna with only
1 layer of folding worked at a distance of 1 m but failed at a
distance of 2 m.

Figure 19. Extended antennas with 2 and 3 layers of back-and-forth
folding reliably detected every touch at a distance of 2 m.

Implementation

Figure 20a illustrates the TilePad design, which was concluded
from the results of our previous studies. The 3×3 touchpad
was attached to a meander-line antenna with the two-layer
folded 33%-radiator-based extension. A 0.5-mm (T) isolation
frame was added to the module to prevent the incidental contact of the nearby modules when tiling. The dimensions of the
TilePad module were 3.1 (W)×3.1 (L)×0.54 (T) cm3 . The
module supported the touch sensing within a sensing distance
of 2 m for a single RFID antenna. Figure 20b illustrates a grid
of 5×5 TilePads providing 15×15 touch points in a sensing
area of 15.5 (W)×15.5 (L) cm2 . All touch points were tested
to be functional in the same setting as that used in our previous
experiments.
SENSOR DEPLOYMENT

A touch sensor pad can be deployed on the body for on-body
applications (Figure 6b). Furthermore, the user can deploy a
non-conductive sheet on the top to provide visual cues or for
embedded uses (Figure 6c). We conduct a preliminary investigation on how these alternative deployments could affect the
sensing performance of the proposed touch pads and highlight
feasible solutions.

siloxane (PDMS) for a tight integration between the sensor
and the isolation sheet [15] to allow its washing.

Figure 20. (a) TilePad design; (b) 5×5 grid of TilePads providing 15×15
touch points in a sensing area of 15.5 (W) ×15.5 (L) cm2 .

Figure 21. (a) Original StickerPad. (b)(c) StickerPad with a 3mm-think
flexible plastic sheet. (d) StickerPad with a 3mm-think sponge.

Sensing Distance vs. Covering Sheet Thickness
Sensing Distance vs. Body Proximity Problem

The human body behaves as an inhomogeneous lossy antenna
for the UHF signals; hence, it degrades the tagâĂŹs performance when being in a close proximity with it [26]. It has
been verified that the separation of a tag antenna from the
body surface larger than 1 cm suffices to reduce the detrimental body effects. At the same time, a 1-cm separation might be
considered significant in on-body applications. Therefore, we
investigated this issue through a two-round experiment with
multiple users since the effects may vary across multiple users.
The experimental parameters were determined in the first
round. A TilePad, a StickerPad, and flexible plastic sheets
with a thickness of 1, 2, and 3 mm were tested using the apparatus illustrated in Figure 18. A female user (age = 24)
was recruited to test the distance limitation of the TilePad
and StickerPad with the plastic sheets, which were used as
the isolation between the sensor pads and the skin. With her
forearm being lifted toward the antenna, the user touched the
isolated pad on her forearm that was placed 0.1 m away from
the reader. If all 9 points were detected, the user moved 0.1
m backward and tried again; otherwise, we recorded the distance limitation. After several trials, the results demonstrated
that the TilePad can work at a distance greater than 2 m with
just 1-mm-thick isolation because its touch-sensing surface is
already 5.4 mm away from its bottom. The StickerPad was
found to be working at a sensing distance greater than 2 m
with a 3-mm-thick isolation.

Without loss of generality, we tested the thickness of the nonconductive sheet using 70 g/m2 paper with a thickness of 0.09
mm. A visual content could be printed on top of the sheet as
the visual affordance for HCI. A TilePad, a StickerPad, and
five pieces of 70 g/m2 paper were tested using the apparatus
illustrated in Figure 18, where the antenna was fixed to one
plastic pillar, while a touchpad was fixed to another plastic pillar at the corresponding location of the antenna. The location
and direction of the touchpad were carefully aligned so that
only the distance between the sensor and the antenna could be
changed. A user tested the pads using the same procedures
as described for the body proximity testing. According to the
results, when the paper amount increased from 1 to 5 pieces,
the sensing distance of the TilePad gradually reduced from 1.5
m to 0.9 m, while the sensing distance of the StickerPad gradually reduced from 2.6 m to 1.5 m. Hence, we can conclude
that the covering sheet should be as thin as possible to retain a
high sensing distance.
APPLICATIONS

Based on our implementation and experimental apparatus, we
present several room-scale applications of the RFTouchPads.
Controlling a Playlist with an On-Body StickerPad

The parameters identified in the first round were used in the
second round of testing. Ten participants (five males and five
females) aged between 21 and 28 (M = 23.8, SD = 1.99)
were recruited for testing the 1-mm-isolated TilePad and a
3-mm-isolated StickerPad. The participants had a BMI ranged
between 16.2 and 24.8 (M = 20.47, SD = 2.57). The apparatus and procedures were the same as mentioned previously.
The results demonstrated that, across all subjects, the TilePad
worked at a mean distance of 2.17 m (SD = 0.13), whereas the
StickerPad worked at a mean distance of 2.1 m (SD = 0.12).
The low standard deviation for StickerPad suggests its stability
of the touch sensing across the ten users.

The StickerPad can be applied to the forearm as a sticker and
used as an on-body music playlist controller. As shown in
Figure 22, a user can play and pause a song at the top of the
playlist by long pressing the touchpad using her fingertip, as
well as switch to the next or previous song by swiping right or
left, respectively. She can also pause the playlist by covering
the entire touchpad, which is easier to perform without looking
at the touchpad.

Figure 21 illustrates our implementation of the on-body StickerPad, which provided a sensing distance of 2 m in our experiment setting. To retain the flexibility of the original StickerPad
(Figure 21a), the 3-mm-thick isolation was implemented using a flexible plastic sheet (Figure 21b-c) or sponge sheet
(Figure 21d) to meet the requirement of flexible deployment.
Future work can also consider using waterproof polydimethyl-

The StickerPad is reliable as it is normally turned off and
only reacts to a physical touch. This batteryless and wireless
controller is inexpensive and disposable; hence, it is suitable
for being deployed at scale in applications such as interactive
exhibitions. The antenna can be designed in an aesthetic
manner so it could be fashionably worn similar to a tattoo
sticker.

Figure 22. On-body playlist controller. The user (a) plays a song with
a long pressing, (b) switches to the next song by swiping right, and (c)
covers the entire pad to pause the song.

Prototyping Touch Input Devices with a Grid of TilePads

Figure 25. (a) Self-made control panel; (b) and (c) dimming the light.

Figure 26. (a) and (b) Handheld remote controller; (c) and (d) wristworn remote controller.
Figure 23. Prototyping a kit of touch devices: (a) a grid of paper-covered
3×3 TilePads; (b) trimming the sensor to the desired size; (c) and (d)
testing both parts of the touch sensor; (e) drawing widgets on the screen
with a marker pen; (f) results.

A grid of TilePads can be used as a kit of prototype input
devices for HCI. Figure 23 illustrates a grid of 3×3 TilePads
covered by a thin piece of paper, which allows scribbling and
for the finger touch to be detected. To make a control panel,
a user can cut a 2/3-portion of the grid with a knife and use a
marker pen to draw the desired widgets on its surface.

Figure 24. Operation binding: (a) touching both on-screen and handdrawn widgets to start the binding; (b) moving hands to record the correspondence; (c) releasing the hands to commit the binding.

Figure 24 demonstrates how to bind the control operations to
the hand-drawn widgets. The user touches the on-screen virtual widget with one hand and hand-drawn widget with another
hand. Then, the user moves his both hands at the same time
to record the correspondence between the two widgets and
releases the on-screen widget to commit the binding. Meanwhile, the server connected to the RFID reader updates its
configuration. After several functions are bound, one can use
this self-made control panel as an additional remote controller
for a smart lighting in the room (Figure 25).
Figure 26 demonstrates that the remaining 1/3 of the sensor
grid can still be used for prototyping other input devices. The
user uses a 1×2 grid of TilePads to make a handheld remote
control by attaching an acrylic box to the back of the pad to
make it graspable. He also uses the remaining part of the
sensor grid to make a wrist-worn remote control by incorporating a Velcro strap. Other forms of remote controllers such
as pendant necklaces, bookmarks, paper clips, and coasters
are also possible with this prototyping kit.
Adding Interactivity to a Printed Paper with TilePads

Discrete TilePads can be used to add interactivity to a printed
paper. Figure 27 illustrates a system comprising several memory tiles and a recording tile marked with the red circle. First,
the user attaches three TilePads to the locations, where she

wants to embed an audio message from the back of the paper.
Then, she records the voice message after pressing her both
hands into the recording tile and content at the same time, and
releases her finger from the recording tile to finish the recording. Meanwhile, the server connected to the RFID reader
updates its configuration. After that, the user can playback the
audio message by touching the content. Since the binding is
based on the ID at the touch location, three TilePads can record
at most 27 different messages at different locations. Furthermore, the binding procedure does not require calibrations or
alignments in its location or orientation since it is ID-based
rather than location-based (Figure 27d). The discrete use of
TilePads does not need to conform to any circuitry topology
since each memory tile serves its function of sensing and data
transmission.
DISCUSSION

Multi-touch and Contact-Shape Sensing. Each touch-sensing
point of an RFTouchPad detects touch inputs separately and
sends the events to the reader independently. Hence, this
infrastructure supports multi-touch inputs and the contactshape sensing as illustrated in Figure 28a. However, when
multiple tags are activated within an effective radius around
the tag of a half of its free-space wave length ( λ2 ∼16 cm),
the detection becomes unstable due to the tag-to-tag interferences. Such a performance limitation makes the multi-touch
and contact-shape sensing to be insufficiently supported as
shown in Figure 28c. Therefore, we do not claim that the
currently available sensors would support the multi-touch and
contact-shape sensing, though it can be plausibly achieved by
optimizing the antenna design in the future work.
Antenna Optimization. In this study, we aimed at optimizing the physical form of an antenna to achieve our desired
functionality. We modified the conventional tags based on the
design guidelines concluded based on previous research such
as using the structure of the meander-line [28] and enlarging
the size of the radiators to enhance the gain [20]. The form
factors of the antenna are optimal for the considered applications and its performance has been improved. The change
of requirements to the proposed sensor pads such as their increased size or resolution, or less-constrained thickness can
be perceived as design opportunities for further performance
optimization. A thorough redesign of the antenna from the
engineering perspective of wireless signal optimization, such

signal coverage [11] with low outstanding hardware cost. For
other applications, the StickerPads support a sensing range of
4 m, which is plausibly extensible by using a tag that supports
longer-range applications (e.g., ALN-9740 tags1 ) to better accommodate rooms with different sizes. For small rooms, the
deployment cost can be reduced by using cheaper UHF RFID
readers (e.g., ThingMagic Nano2 ) that provide shorter sensing
ranges since they support a lower power output. Applications
such as prototyping and augmenting papers can still be sufficiently supported with a stationary reader installed under an
unmodified non-metallic desk.
Figure 27. Adding interactivity to a printed paper: (a) attaching
TilePads to the back of the printed paper; (b) recording a message by
touching both the content and recording tile button; (c) playing the message by touching the content; (d) the view from the back of the paper.

Figure 28. (a) Multi-touch sensing; (b) contact-shape sensing; (c) a failure case.

as optimizing the antenna impedance to minimize the body
power absorption for a more compact wearable form [47],
can also improve the local optimum that we achieved in our
experiments presented in this paper.
Resolution. The pitch between the sensing points was set to 1
cm to enable the testing of each touch point individually. However, the 1-cm pitch is a bit too large for detecting fingertips,
which often requires a less than 5-mm-pitch deployment [5].
Figure 29a illustrates an example of a 5-mm-pitch implementation of a StickerPad, which works the same as the original
implementation (Figure 29b). The chip size should not be
the main bottleneck toward a higher-resolution deployment
since the Monza 4 chip used in our study for prototyping is
encapsulated into a package with dimensions of 0.7 (W)×0.7
(H) mm2 , whereas the die dimensions are only 590 (W)×590
(H) µm2 . However, a finger touch in such a high-resolution
deployment may activate multiple chips, which can impose
the tag-to-tag interference problem that we discussed in the
multi-touch and contact-shape sensing section. Hence, the
future work should consider solutions such as a smarter algorithm and/or a more effective hardware design for increasing
the sensing resolution.

Responsiveness. Our current implementation suffers from the
latency of the UHF tag (de)activation; hence, the consequence
of a touch input is delayed for ∼0.5 second. Nonetheless, once
the tag is read, the refresh rate of each tag read is consistently
above 30 frames per second, which was tested with our 5×5
grid of TilePads (Figure 20b) using the experiment apparatus
illustrated in Figure 18. A previous study [11] also demonstrated that a reader (Impinj R420) can read 200 unmodified
tags simultaneously at ∼6 fps when the tags are sufficiently
separated, which implies that 200 simultaneous touch points
can be handled in the same condition. The input response time
can be reduced using the probabilistic filtering technique proposed by RapID [39] that can reduce the input response time
to < 200 ms, which would significantly improve the responsiveness and user experiences of our current implementation.
Flexibility and Scalability of Deployment. The two forms of
the modules were designed for different purposes. The StickerPad provides flexibility, which is suitable for applications
on curved surfaces such as the human body. The TilePad
not only supports a more flexible deployment, supporting
less-constrained placement without dealing with the potential
overlapping of antennas, but also provides scalability since
the tileable module is suitable for applications requiring a
large sensing area. Advanced materials and manufacturing
processes can enable design opportunities that are both flexible and scalable, including a TilePad with flexible substrates
such as silicon or a flexible StickerPad tileable in one or more
directions.
Interference and Safety. In addition to the aforementioned
body-proximity and tag-to-tag interferences, the RFTouchPads are also sensitive to metals that can block RF signals.
Therefore, the sensors should not be used in combination with
metallic objects and surfaces. The deployment of RF antennas
should also satisfy the specific absorption rate (SAR) limits to
keep the user RF exposure below a harmful rate. The wholebody average SAR should be below 0.08 W/kg, while the SAR
in the head/trunk and limbs should be lower than 2 W/kg and
4 W/kg, respectively [1, 29].
RELATED WORK

Figure 29. (a) 5-mm-pitch StickerPad; (b) 1-cm-pitch Stickerpad.

Sensing Range and Deployment Cost. The proposed system
aims at supporting room-scale applications. For on-body applications, the 2-m sensing distance enabled by a single-antenna
reader still depends on the tag orientation and environmental
factors. Adding more antennas to the reader can effectively
extend the sensing range and eliminate the blind spots in the

Sensors for 2D Touch Input

There are various types of sensors that support the sensing
of touch inputs for at least 2D application. Capacitive sensors [16, 34, 5] and resistive [36, 31] touch sensor matrices are
1 http://www.alientechnology.com
2 https://www.jadaktech.com

the most common implementations. The sensor matrices are
highly scalable [52, 36], and their form can be flexible [32, 31].
A capacitive sensor matrix can detect a finger touch on fabrics
and through fabrics [38, 31], as well as be applied to human
skin as patches [27] or patterns that are made of gold leaf [14].
Furthermore, there are emerging hardware touch-sensing techniques that are flexible and scalable, such as the electrical
impedance tomography (EIT) [51, 52, 48] and piezoelectric
sensor matrix [35]. An array of microphones can also localize
a finger touch through the sound it makes [30].
While these electrical sensors provide fine-grained and lessconstrained touch inputs in at least two dimensions with the
requirement of scalability and flexibility sufficiently met, they
should be interfaced with a signal processing unit (e.g., microcontroller) requiring to be powered, let alone the additional
hardware requirements for the data transmission. Such deployment and maintenance costs limit the use of these sensors in
ubiquitous computing applications.
Researchers also used cameras and computer vision to build
sensing platforms for tracking touch inputs, employing a conventional RGB camera [43], an interactive surface with an embedded camera [46], an optical sensing module [9, 7, 24], or at
least one depth camera [12, 8, 45, 44]. Using camera tracking
touch inputs is scalable in terms of the system deployment
since a camera can cover a large tracking area. Nonetheless,
vision-based touch tracking suffers from line-of-sight tracking
issues and therefore requires careful placement and calibration
to extract the 2D touch inputs reliably. Moreover, vision-based
tracking has privacy concerns [10]; hence, the location and
mechanism of the tracker(s) should be disclosed to the users
for ethical reasons. Such a disclosure of a sensing system may
contradict to the central idea of ubiquitous computing [42].
RFID-Based Touch Sensing

Researchers have proposed several techniques for detecting
touch events as inputs by analyzing the RFID signals without modifying the employed tags. IDSense [18] recognizes
the coarse-grained touch events on one tag using real-time
classification of the RSSI and phase angles. RIO [33] detects
one-dimensional touch movements on an RFID tag by analyzing the phase changes of signals influenced by user touches.
WiSh [13] detects a touch on a shape-aware surface installed
with an array of RFID tag array. RF-IDraw [41] localizes
fingers by analyzing the signals of the tags worn on the fingers. 2DR [53] enables 2D touch inputs on one tag based on
its custom-shape antenna and the classification of its unique
phase information. These solutions require a considerable
computing power for signal analysis, while their performance
is affected by the environmental noise.
To increase the reliability of the touch sensing in practice, researchers have proposed to modify the tag circuitry to amplify
the changes of ID-related signals as reliable signal sources.
PaperID [17] enables a reliable touch sensing and widgets
for constrained touch inputs through a monopole antenna design. BitID [50] presents a shorting mechanism that restarts an
RFID tag based on the user touch. RFIMatch [19] detects the
finger touching the tag based on the correlated state change
between the tag and the tag-embedded fingerstall worn on the

finger. Furthermore, there is a significant amount of work on
detecting state changes of electromechanical sensors in the
tag circuitry caused by human touches [40, 11, 21]. However,
these solutions do not effectively extend touch inputs to 2D in
a scalable way due to large antennas being employed in their
circuitry.
The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) [37]
provides custom-built RFID tags with an embedded microcontroller unit (MCU), which potentially can handle more
sophisticated signals in a batteryless and wireless way [25].
Conventional solutions such as Farsens3 battery-free RFID
sensors can also interface resistive or capacitive sensors for
sensing touches. However, these MCU-based solutions render
constraints in their size, cost, and the user burden, making
them unsuitable for the applications proposed in this paper.
Compared to previous studies, our work enables the batteryfree and wireless 2D touch sensing with a multi-chip RFID tag
design. Our solution does not include any batteries, wires, or
microcontrollers. Furthermore, it exhibits a low computational
cost and a high reliability since it uses only the presence of IDs
for localizing touches, while its tileable and flexible physical
design enables unconstrained 2D inputs with high scalability
and flexibility.
CONCLUSION

We presented RFTouchPads, a system of batteryless and wireless modular hardware designs of 2D touch sensor pads based
on UHF RFID. We proposed two modular hardware designs,
StickerPad and TilePad, and their proof-of-concept implementations. StickerPads provide flexible form factors enabling
their attachment to curved surfaces easily as opposed to conventional RFID tags. TilePad supports a modular expansion
of its sensing area by tiling, allowing the expanded sensing
area to provide less-constrained 2D touch inputs. The proposed designs were analyzed in a series of experiments, and
the results demonstrated that our current implementation can
effectively support 2D touch inputs remotely from a reader.
Using three applications (an on-body controller, a prototyping
kit, and a paper augmentation), we demonstrated the ways of
using the proposed modules, as well as their benefits. Our
current results and implementations can serve as a solid basis
for further investigation. The possible directions of future research for extending our current results were suggested in the
discussion section. We sincerely hope that the HCI community
can use this material to continue the exploration of ubiquitous
computing applications.
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